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The purpose of this paper is to prove some theorems on the extensibility of hyperfunction solutions and real analytic solutions of systems of linear differential equations with real analytic coefficients. It is Ehrenpreis [2] that revealed the intimate relations between the algebraic character of "overdetermined" systems of linear differential equations and Hartogs' theorem on the removable singularity of holomorphic functions of several complex variables. In fact, the essential part of his results can be summarized as follows: if a (generalized) function satisfies an "overdetermined" system of linear differential equations with constant coefficients outside a compact set in R n , then it must be extended uniquely all over R n as a solution of the same system. Note that the notion of "overdetermined" system is purely algebraic and that the Cauchy-Riemann equation, which holomorphic functions of n complex variables satisfy, is overdetermined if (and only if) nl>2. Thus Ehrenpreis [2] has shown that the Hartogs' phenomenon, one of the most interesting features in the theory of holomorphic functions of several complex variables, can be most neatly explained by the general theory of overdetermined systems of linear differential equations. See also Ehrenpreis [3] [3] , and references cited there for the further development of the study on the removable singularities of solutions of systems of linear differential equations with constant coefficients. However, the applicability of the methods of these works is strictly confined to the case of the differential equations with constant coefficients. In fact, the results quoted above are more or less dependent on the "Fundamental Principle" of Ehrenpreis [1] for solutions of systems of linear differential equations with constant coefficients and it is impossible to generalize "Fundamental Principle" to the general case of differential equations with variable coefficients as it stands, because of the celebrated counterexample of Lewy [1] against the solvability of linear differential equations. At the same time, in view of the importance of Hartogs' theorem, it is highly desirable to generalize the result of Ehrenpreis [2] to systems of linear differential equations with variable coefficients, i.e.
to find out some methods which are independent from "Fundamental Principle" and can be used to investigate the extensibility of solutions of linear differential equations, if possible. The present writer would like to sincerely thank Professor Ehrenpreis for having raised privately the question whether the generalization of this sort is possible or not. At first sight, such a generalization might seem to require many complicated assumptions in view of the phenomenon given by Theorem 2 below, which nullifies the hope of straight forward extension of the results obtained for systems of linear differential equations with constant coefficients. (Cf. Kaneko [1] ). However, the recent development in the general theory of systems of (pseudo-) differential equations has enabled us to achieve such a generalization in a desirable and satisfactory manner in the sense that a sufficient condition for the extensibility of hyperfunction solutions is formulated in a purely algebraic manner along the same line as in the case of differential equations with constant coefficients (Theorem 1) and that the results for the extensibility of real analytic solutions are given in terms of algebraic conditions supplemented by natural contact geometric conditions on the characteristic variety of the system involved (Theorems 3, 4 and 5). Throughout this paper, it is always assumed that the differential equations involved are linear and with real analytic coefficients and defined on an real analytic manifold. In the course of the proof, we essentially use the theory of boundary value problems for (elliptic) systems of linear differential equations developed by Kashiwara-Kawai Remark 2. The proof of isomorphism (2) It is known that under assumptions (5) ^ (7) we can find complex manifold V}(y = l, 2, 3) which satisfy the following:
Vi is a complexification of a real involutory manifold. A theorem which makes a counterpart to Theorem 2 is now given.
Theorem 3. Le£ 3tt be a system of linear differential equations defined on M. Let N be a submanifold of M of codimension d>2.

Assume that N is non-char act eristic 'with respect to 3A. Assume that
3A is a regular system -which satisfies conditions (5) ~ (7) for any point in (X Q , V -1^0).
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Assume that JH satisfies either one of the following t'wo conditions (13) and (14): This completes the proof of the theorem.
Remark 1. As is clear from the way of the argument above, regularity condition on the characteristic variety V of <3& can be weakened.
For example, if the generalized Levi form of V has at least one negative eigenvalues, then the conclusion of the theorem holds without any regularity conditions on V or JH. This result follows from Theorem 2. 3. 10 of Sato-Kawai-Kashiwara [1] Chapter III. In Theorem 3 we assumed the regularity of V so that we can make use of the notion of virtual bicharacteristic manifold. It seems to the author that the use of virtual bicharacteristic manifolds at this stage has its own interest related to the remark after Theorem 2, since condition (13) is never satisfied by a system with constant coefficients.
Remark 2. It is obvious from the way of the proof that any cohomology class in Ext^ '( M -N\ <^M,<JI M ) can be uniquely extended to a cohomology class in Ext J (Af; <3W, 9 <JL*r) under the assumption of the regularity of c5K and the same assumption on N as in Theorem 3, q) or if j<^d-1 and condition (14) is satisfied. Remark. If we additionally assume that JH is an elliptic system, we can obtain the same result even when we replace the induced system jC t by its direct summand (_£ { )-as follow : 3) Denote by L c ((S t^) c 9 respectively) a complexification of L(S t , respectively) . Define (G t ) _ by { (*, C) e 5| t L c ; « e S t , Re C = -grad 2^ (2) } .
Here S* t L c denotes the conormal bundle supported by S t . Denote by 8) As is clear from the definition below, system (-£«)-is not necessarily a system of linear differential equations, but, in general, a system of pseudo-differential equations. 
Isomorphism (15) Remark. When J? is a single linear differential equation, Kaneko [2] has recently given interesting results on the extension of real analytic solutions and hyperfunction solutions from the view point of singularity spectrum of boundary values of solutions. In view of Theorem 5 it would be an interesting problem to extend his results to overdetermined systems which are not necessarily elliptic. As a matter of fact, the essential point in the proof of Theorem 5 is the fact that we can easily "microlocalize" the argument on the boundary of Q t if _£* is elliptic. Presumably the results of would be useful for this purpose.
